
The Three Basic Determinations 
 I will go by what I know, not by how I feel; 1. 
and I will strive to improve my knowledge and 
understanding. 
 I will solve my definite life-problems and live this 2. 
day well by constantly doing the right and healthy 
thing because it is right and healthy – not merely 
or mainly what makes me feel good in myself or 
look good to others. 
 Meanwhile, I will cheerfully accept various faults 3. 
and failings as a natural part of my human 
limitations and my improving self; and I will 
actively ignore my disturbing feelings and gradually 
overcome them by the frequent surrender of my 
self to the healing power of God. 

Don’t be an emotional reaction  be a person. 
 
The Four Stabilising Questions 
To cut through an emotional upset, to keep order in a 
crisis, to think clearly and to come to grips with your 
problem: 

1.  Be Definite. 
  Answer the question: What exactly am I troubled 

about?
2.  Be Rational.
  Answer the question: Is it certain, probable or 

only possible?
3.  Be Wise.
 Answer the question: How important is it?
4.  Be Practical.
 Answer the question: What shall I do about it? 

Prayer for Maturity
True, Strong and Loving God,
Teach me to see things as they really are,
To accept myself and to trust fearlessly in Your care,
To govern myself, and to find my peace in doing Your will, 
And, living or dying, to give myself back to You and to my 
fellow men.

The GROW Commitment
1.  I will respect the confidential nature of what is 

disclosed at GROW meetings. 
2.  I promise never to lead or aid a member of GROW 

in any serious wrong. 
3.  I will speak the truth and only truth at GROW 

meetings. 
4.  I undertake to combat maladjustment in myself 

and to strive for maturity with the help ofthe 
GROW Movement and its Program. 

5.  Any leadership I exercise at GROW meetings shall 
be in accordance with the GROW Program and 
Group’ Method 

In GROW we believe in one another, we love 
one another and we trust one another. 

 
The Five Foundations of Maturity 
Maturity or mental health is the vigour and peace of a 
person who is wholly attuned to reality.
It consists in the following five great habits or 
strengths which we call its 5 foundations:

Understanding, Acceptance, Confidence, 
Control and Love. 
 
The Overall Key to Mental Health 
There is one brief, practical formula for mental health 
and happiness:

Settle for disorder in lesser things for the sake of order 
in greater things; and therefore be content to be 
discontent in many things. 

If the rough road gets you there and the smooth 
one doesn’t, which one are you going to choose?

GROW’s Story: 
GROW is a community mental health movement 
organised and led by people recovering or recovered 
from mental illness and from other serious personal 
inadequacies or maladjustments to life.

GROW began in Sydney, Australia, in 1957 when a 
number of former mental patients came together 
after hospitalisation for mental illness to find their 
way back to normal living and happiness.

Besides using their own resources and helping one 
another, they resolved to record and keep the insights, 
attitudes and practical helps that worked for them. 
As the groups attracted more and more people had 
serious problems, but had not been treated for mental 
illness, they enlarged the scope of their movement 
to include prevention as well as rehabilitation. This 
accumulation of shared experience is today enriching 
the lives of many thousands of Growers and their 
surrounding communities with a unique store of 
understanding of what mental health is, how it is 
impaired and lost, and how it can be regained.

Contact Your Local GROW Group at:
GROW NZ INC
PO Box 41051, St Lukes
AUCKLAND 1346.
Telephone (09) 846 6869
Visit our website:
www.grow.org.nz

THe BReAKTHROUGH PROGRAM
IN MeNTAL HeALTH



Some First Principles 
Personal Value 
No matter how bad my physical, mental, social or spiritual 
condition, I am always a human person, loved by God and a 
connecting link between persons, I am still valuable, my life 
has a purpose, and I have my unique place and my unique 
part in my Creator’s own saving, healing and transforming 
work.

Mutual Help
The more maladjusted I am, the more I need help, yet to 
grow out of maladjustment I need to become concerned for 
and to be helping others.

Ordinariness
I can be ordinary. I can do whatever ordinary good people 
do, and avoid whatever ordinary good people avoid. My 
special abilities will develop in harmony only if my foremost 
aim is to be a good ordinary human being.

Friendship
Among human relationships, friendship is the special 
key to mental health. As I am healed and harmonised by 
responding to the offer of true friendship, so the measure of 
my maturity is my capacity to be a true friend.

The Twelve Stages of Decline 
1.  We gave too much importance to ourselves and our 

feelings. 
2.  We grew inattentive to God’s presence and providence 

and God’s natural order in our lives. 
3.  We let competitive motives, in our dealing with others, 

prevail over our common personal welfare. 
4.  We expressed or suppressed certain feelings against the 

better judgment of conscience or sound advice.
5.  We began thinking in isolation from others, following 

feelings and imagination instead of reason.
6.   We neglected the care and control of our bodies.
7.  We avoided recognising our personal decline and shrank 

from the task of changing.
8.  We systematically disguised in our imaginations the real 

nature of our unhealthy conduct.
9.  We became a prey to obsessions, delusions and 

hallucinations.
10.  We practised irrational habits under elated feelings 

of irresponsibility or despairing feelings of inability or 
compulsion.

11.  We rejected advice and refused to co-operate with help.
12.  We lost all insight into our condition.

The Three Basic Convictions 
 I am not acting alone, but co-operating with the 1. 
invincible power of a loving God and with trustworthy 
and friendly helpers. 
 I can compel my muscles and limbs to act rightly in spite 2. 
of my feelings.
 My feelings will get better as my habits of thinking and 3. 
acting get better. 

The Comforting Paradox
If you think your whole life is going wrong, just because so 
much of it is going wrong, You’re wrong. 

Mostly, when things go wrong,
They’re meant to go wrong –

so we can outgrow
What we have to outgrow 

What are GROW meetings like? 
GROW groups vary in size from 3 to 15, and are run by 
their own members. Meetings are held weekly and last 
two hours. They combine personal testimonies, reports 
on progress, group work on members’ problems, and 
adult education about rebuilding lives. Between meetings 
members keep in touch through friendly phone calls and 
visits. 

Who can be a Grower? 
Anyone who is willing to help and be helped. Participation 
in GROW is strictly voluntary and anonymous, and there 
are no fees or dues. Members know one another by first 
names only. Many members come to GROW with a history 
of hospitalisation, but probably half come initially because 
they need help due to some life crisis - a death in the family, 
divorce, or a change in career. 

Do I have to believe in God to be a Grower? 
No. GROW has no affiliation with any organised church or 
religion. Its broad “horizontal” basis of belief is in ourselves 
and one another as persons, and in the spiritual values of 
mind, heart and character which we have found to be the 
foundation of personal life and mental health. 

While belief in God and surrender to His healing power 
(often referred to as “vertical” spirituality) has played a vital 
role in the recovery and growth of many Growers, it is not 
required for membership. 

GROW is open to all human beings 
irrespective of belief, race, colour or class. Commitment 

to regular attendance and to GROW’s objectives and 
methods makes a person a Grower. 

The Twelve Steps of Recovery & Personal Growth 
1.  We admitted we were inadequate or maladjusted to life. 
2.  We firmly resolved to get well and co-operated with the 

help that we needed. 
3.  We surrendered to the healing power of a wise and 

loving God. 
4.  We made personal inventory and accepted ourselves. 
5.  We made moral inventory and cleaned out our hearts. 
6. We endured until cured. 
7. We took care and control of our bodies. 
8.  We learned to think by reason rather than by feelings 

and imagination. 
9.  We trained our wills to govern our feelings. 
10. We took our responsible and caring place in society. 
11. We grew daily closer to maturity. 
12.  We carried GROW’s hopeful, healing and transforming 

message to others in similar need. 

The Affirmation of Good
We believe that our lives up to now have been neither 
wholly good nor wholly bad;
But the bad in us can be remedied, and the good can grow.
We acknowledge and ask pardon for the wrongs we have done,
And for the needed good that we failed to do;
And we freely forgive from our hearts those who have 
wronged or failed us -including our own selves.
We hope for ourselves, and wish to one another and to 
every human being,
Enduring friendships, an end to hostility, and the best in life 
and love and happiness. 

Six Rules For Objective Thinking 
1.  Keep Contact – Avoid isolation and keep in friendly 

touch with other minds.
2.  Follow Guidance – Believe the word of trustworthy 

ordinary people and competent authorities rather than 
your own impressions and feelings. 

3.  Use Ordinary Meanings and Explanations – Always 
use the recognised meanings of words and the ordinary 
ways of explaining and proving things.

4.  Deal With Behaviour Not Motives – Deal with what 
others do and say, and interpret it in the calm, common 
and matter-of-course way instead of dramatising 
situations and attributing motives to them.

5.  Evaluate Soundly – Keep a clear and steady view of 
what is important and what is unimportant in the 
events of life and personal relationships. 

6.  Decentralise – Decentralise situations and events from 
yourself and look for the total view which includes 
others as equals in a God-centred and growth-oriented 
perspective. 

You alone can do it, but you can’t do it alone


